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Hume and the Image of God
Malebranche’s occasionalism
“… no body, large or small, has the power to move itself. … But when we examine
our idea of all ﬁnite minds, we do not see any necessary connection between their
will and the motion of any body whatsoever. … there is absolutely no mind created
that can move a body as a true or principal cause, just as it has been said that no
body could move itself.
But when one thinks about the idea of God, i.e., of an inﬁnitely perfect and consequently all-powerful being, one knows there is such a connection between His
will and the motion of all bodies, that it is impossible to conceive that He wills a
body to be moved and that this body not be moved. … The motor force of bodies
is therefore not in the bodies that are moved, for this motor force is nothing other
than the will of God. Thus, bodies have no action; and when a ball that is moved
collides with and moves another, it communicates to it nothing of its own, for it
does not itself have the force it communicates to it. Nevertheless, a ball is the
natural cause of the motion it communicates. A natural cause is therefore not a
real and true but only an occasional cause, which determines the Author of nature
to act in such and such a manner in such and such a situation.
… All natural forces are therefore nothing but the will of God, which is always
efﬁcacious. … He moves all things, and thus produces all effects that we see
happening, because He also willed certain laws according to which motion is
communicated upon the collision of bodies; and because these laws are efﬁcacious,
they act, whereas bodies cannot act. There are therefore no forces, powers, or true
causes in the material, sensible world … .”1

1 Nicolas Malebranche, The Search After Truth [1712] Translated and Edited by Thomas M. Lennon and Paul

J. Olscamp (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 448–49.
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2 Robert South, Twelve sermons preached upon several occasions (London, 1692), pp. 64-7.
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The image of God doctrine in our own time
From New York Times October 2, 2005.
As the debate over whether intelligent design should be taught in schools
continues, New Man, a Christian magazine for “men on a mission,” makes
the case for a literal Adam in its September/October issue. The article, “The
Search for Adam,” says that while “many people regard the story of Adam
and Eve as a myth,” the scientiﬁc evidence is mounting that Adam existed,
and the article quotes various creationists to support this case.
Fazale Rana, a biochemist and vice president of Reasons to Believe, a
creation science group:
“Adam would have been a consummate hunter, an artist, an artisan
and craftsman. He would have been the ﬁrst Tim Taylor from the
Tool Time TV program. There’s an obsession with tools and manufacturing. He was a man’s man, but also a Renaissance man capable
of art and musical expression. You can imagine Adam conveying his
love for Eve by giving her jewelry.”
John Morris, an executive at the Institute for Creation Research:
“Adam started out as what God intended man to be. … Before the
curse, Adam was a superman. Intellectually and in every sense he
was probably vastly superior to us. After the curse, I suppose he was
in our league, but still quite brilliant.”
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